SAP HANA and IBM Power Systems: Better together

Helping enterprises accelerate transformation

Reduce server footprint: Up to 8 SAP HANA instances on a single IBM® Power Systems™ server

French systems integrator and SAP HANA cloud service provider

D.FI: 20% reduction in total costs

Argentinian natural gas distributor Ecogas: 73% acceleration in customer payment processing

North American furniture manufacturer South Shore Furniture: 8x faster transaction processing

Gain the flexibility to help address current and future demands.

Up to 99.999% uptime1 on IBM Power Systems

Ranked No. 1 in every major reliability category by ITIC2

Security built into all layers of the stack—processor, systems, firmware, OS and hypervisor

Gain the flexibility to help address current and future demands.

Cloud-ready

Mix-and-match server environments

Capacity on demand

Ready for advanced analytics, AI, deep learning workloads

Go deeper

Discover why SAP HANA and IBM Power Systems are better together. ibm.com/power/saphana
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